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Abstract : Today ease access of computers and modernization
leads to increased Internet users day by day. Social media are a
medium to communicate information to the public while
Geographical Information System (GIS) is a technique, which
focuses on communication of geographical information. The
fact is this GIS communicates geographical information stored
in digital form. This paper focuses on one of application of
geographic data of popular social media platform Twitter users
by generating heat map with Quantum Geographic Information
System (QGIS) tool, supported by GIS technology. Which can
also use to calculate the user density within a particular region
to get useful information. The same method can be apply for
other social media platforms as Facebook, LinkdIn, Pinterest,
Instagram etc. to inferred meaningful results.
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1. Introduction:
There is a growing number of social media users day by
day. It is so because using social websites people
communicate or connect with each other and give the realtime information throughout the world [10]. Tweets or
tagged data having GPS coordinates with user's consent
using any GPS enabled device such as smart phones, which
offers users geo-location when they tweets. According to
current statistics there is 500 million tweets per day. Which
is a source of large data production of user-generated
contents. As per the current statistics there are
4,156,932,140 Internet users throughout the world and 2.62
billion social media users in 2018 and it is also estimated
that it may rise to 3.02 billion up to 2021[12][13]. The speed
at which data is increasing, it seems like the problem of
data disaster is arising. This huge data exposed us towards
new perspective i.e. its use for various applications. As text
data can be used to do sentiments analysis while spatial
data have other applications as to find out twitter user
density in specific area by mapping. This application,
mapping of spatial data can compare with the traditional
cartography process. The only difference between
cartography maps are often simplifies as there are limits to
the amount of data that can physically and meaningfully
stored on a small map. The spatial data for this research
work collected using GNIP and Restful State Transfer
Application Programming Interface (REST APIs), which
provides data is in JSON (Java Script Object Notation)
format.
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So this paper mainly focused on the following sections; in
section–1, relevant data, we need to perform data cleaning
for available data for various analysis using GIS tool i.e.
QGIS and store it into relevant database. In section –2,
methodology to explain map projection of this available
Twitter data and the methods involved the entire procedure
to get desired results. In section-3, (results) creation of heat
map for this data model and calculation of Twitter user
density within a specific region. Last section 4-includes
conclusion and future work. The abbreviations used in this
paper are given in Table-1.
In 1988, the National Science Foundation established the
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis
(NCGIA) as a catalyst for the acknowledgement to number
of challenges facing the rapidly growing geographic
information science community. The various institutes,
commercial firms, and teaching programs engaged in GIS
activities. Identifying this requirement, on several
occasions NCGIA proposed and accomplished initiatives
focusing on the problem of dealing with spatial analysis in
a GIS environment [7].
The role of location for spatial data is crucial, both in an
absolute sense (coordinates) and in a relative sense (spatial
arrangement, distance). Indeed, location has spatial effects
in two ways: spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity.
Where spatial dependence, often also referred to as spatial
autocorrelation or spatial association. According to First
Law of Geography, "everything is related to everything
else, but near things are more related than distant things."
As a consequence, similar values for a variable will tend to
occur in nearby locations, which leads to spatial clusters.
While the second type of spatial effect i. e. spatial
heterogeneity, includes the spatial or regional
differentiation, which follows from the intrinsic uniqueness
of each location [1].
Table-1: Abbreviations
CSV
GIS
JSON
NCGIA
QGIS
REST
API
SNS

Comma Separated Values
Geographic Information System
Java Script Object Notation
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis
Quantum Geographic Information System
Restful State Transfer Application Programming Interface
Social Networking Sites

In context of social media (e.g. Twitter), geo-tagged data
has two major perspectives: First, users can geo-tagged
(which are basically geographic locations of users) their
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messages with precise location in the form of latitude,
longitude means the exact position where the user was
when the message was recorded using latitude, longitude
measurements. Second, profile based geo-tagged data can
tell about other things of users like where they were born,
their educational places, lived, employed etc. [4].
In 2010, Facebook launched a service called "Places"
which allow its users to share their point of interest about
their physical locations. Only a small percentage of
Facebook users with increasing use of social media and
mobile devices, that shared content (i. e. text messages,
photos etc.) has geographical identification added called
"geo-tagged". Past research has mainly focus to analyze the
location data collected from either indirect sources of
location or via small-scale experiments on users while the
work on explicitly provided location data has been limited
as well [3].
Social networking sites (SNS) are used for social and
professional interaction among public. The growing data
for SNS, has encouraged to analyze the relationship of
activities performed on SNS with user locations. Therefore,
this work is aimed to identify and analyze the
characteristics associated with social media user locations
to answer the research questions designed to conduct this
research. A mapping study (also called scoping study),
which is a type of systematic literature review, is appoint to
identify potential studies from digital databases through a
developed protocol [5].
1.1 Relevant Data Set:
The spatial data of Twitter has been collected using GNIP,
which provide access to online data through REST API. It
is a commercial service and world's largest social data
provider. The process of collection of the online data of
social site is known as 'scraping'. User provided metadata
(e.g., location and time zone) is readily accessible in the
tweet JSON objects. This metadata can be appended as
extra text features, in addition to features derived from
tweet text. That data is in JSON format i.e. the key-value
pairs are there. It is needed to perform the "Data Cleaning"
process to fetch some certain fields from this huge amount
of data (i.e. geographical information or geo-coordinates of
Twitter users) as latitude, longitude values of the locations
of a region, in which they are highly dense and to maintain
the relevant database to store the data.
In order to a deep examination of Twitter user density of
all the locations of Twitter users, we consider all the geolocations (i.e. latitude, longitude) database. The available
data is in given format in Fig.1.
To perform data cleaning process, it is required to remove
all the noisy data (irrelevant data which is not required for
this analysis) from the available data set. For this, we have
to write a code using any programming language (as java,
python) for fetching some specific fields as latitude,
longitude and time from the given data set and store it into
text file. MYSQL database is used to read that text file and
finally run a query to get locations of Delhi region only.
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2. Methodology:
2.1 Data Model (Mapping):
QGIS 2.14 Essen is open source software of GIS, which
provide various interesting functionality to make it possible
to visualize and analyze the spatial data of Twitter users
and get useful results to support scientific research. To
import data into QGIS, it must be in Comma Separated
Values (CSV) format because QGIS only supports CSV
format.
QGIS 2.14 supports, plugins which explore its
functionalities. There is two type of plugins - core plugin
and external plugin. The plugins, which are already
available in standard QGIS installation are "Core Plugin"
while the plugin which is available in QGIS plugin
repository but needed to install(as per application) before
using them are called "External Plugin". OpenLayer plugin
(i.e. an external plugin) supports the open streets map
which is taken as base map here and import CSV file of
geo-coordinates having latitude and longitude values,
which are already stored within relevant database, to
project the location of the twitter users over the base map.

Fig. 1 Available data format of Twitter users over which
data cleaning needs to be performed. [16]
In mapping process, Coordinate Reference System (CRS)
is a way to define how the two dimensional projected map
is related to real places on this earth. The base map already
has WGS 84 / Pseudo Mercator CRS. Sometimes, it is
needed to manually set the CRS for particular layer into
QGIS. The available data of Twitter users for 15 days, to
show the active Twitter users within a particular region. By
visualizing the map it is clear that Twitter users were active
at the locations which are shown by dark circles. The final
map projection will be like Fig 2(a).
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The same analysis can be done using other tool box
available in ArcGIS, a desktop application. The map
projection can be seen in the above Fig. 2(b).
2.2 Heat Map:
If there is a large volume of data and a number of
overlapping points, heat Maps are used to easily identify
the clusters of higher concentration of activity or it is the
occurrence of a set of points to represent the density of
points over a surface. It is a graphical representation of any
data using color coding method. Where each color shows
the clusters of higher concentration of activity or it is the
occurrence of a set of points to represent the density of
points over a surface. It is a graphical representation of any
data using color coding method. Where each color shows a
particular value from low-density value (cool) to highdensity value (hot) or vice versa as shown in fig. 3. So heat
map can be a good application here because there are
various overlapping points due to twitter feeds from the
same geo-location (when the user is in stationary
condition).

Fig 3: Heat map of point data
2.3 Point Density Calculations:
Density analysis receives known quantities of any
phenomenon and spreads them across the background
based on the measured quantity at each location and the
spatial relationship of the locations of the measured
quantities.

Fig.4 Point density calculation in rectangular and
hexagonal grids [14]
To calculate twitter user density within the specific region
(i.e. Delhi here), it is required to calculate the number of
Twitter users within the unit area. Here twitter users are
represented by point layer. First, the whole region is
divided by grid layer as shown in Fig. 6(a). But it is better
to choose the hexagonal grid shape because it has equal
length of its edges and hexagonal centroids are equidistant.
So it is more straightforward to find neighbors in the
hexagonal grid, which can be easily understand in Fig. 4.
Fig. 2(a) Map projection of twitter users using QGIS

For this calculation, MMQGIS plugin is used i.e. an
external plugin, already present in QGIS plugin repository
but need to install before it use. Import the point layer of
geo-locations of Twitter users and create a grid on it (It is
rectangular and hexagonal grids in this work in Fig. 6(a)
and 6(b)), then apply point count polygon algorithm to get
the point density within particular cell of a grid.
The user density is calculated with the given formula in
equation (1).
.
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Using this formula the user density is calculated for North,
South, East, West and New Delhi regions and the results
are given in table-2.
Fig. 2(b) Map projection of twitter users using ArcGIS
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3. Results:
3.1 Heat Map Analysis:
The heat map plugin available in QGIS 2.14 (Essen)
creates the relevant heat map. In which the geo-locations of
tweet feeds has been taken as the unit of clustering and the
darker portion of the map represent the higher
concentration of Twitter users. It does not create any new
data while it takes vector point layer as input in the form of
shape file and produces the raster layer as result of the
corresponding input layer. Which looks blur, as viewing an
image using a translucent screen. The following map will
produce.
By visualize this heat map for Twitter users it is clear that
the whole region is divided into matrix or grids having
different shades of colors whose range (max-410.093000,
min-0.000000) is given in legends of the relevant map. By
this heat map it is clear that the darker region is
representing the higher concentration of users and lighter
region is representing the lower concentration of users.

Fig. 5 Heat Map of given data model
3.2 Twitter User Density Calculation
In the given figure only specific locations (where
Twitter users are active) are shown by rectangular
shapes (in Fig 6(a)) and hexagons (in Fig 6(b)) and user
density of each particular cell can be easily visualized
by color codes of legends of produced map. Where each
rectangle is approx. 1.40 square km and each hexagon is
approx. 40.5 hectare or 0.405 square km in area.
With the below maps and using formula given in
equation (1), the following table-2 is calculated. In this
table the area is calculated by multiplying the number of
cells to the area of a single cell and number of users are
calculated by adding the number of users represented by
corresponding color code as given in the legend of the
map in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b).
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Fig 6(a): Twitter user density in rectangular grid of area
1.40 sq.km (approx.)

Fig 6(b): Twitter user density in hexagonal grid of area
0.405 sq.km (approx.)
Table-2
Region

With square grids
Area
No. of
(km2.)
users(user
density)

With hexagonal grids
Area
No. of
(km2.)
users(user
density)

North Delhi
South Delhi
East Delhi
West Delhi
New Delhi

9.8
26.6
7
2.8
32.2

4
1.6
2
2.4
2

23
42
5
11
65

10
12
4
27
1931

From Table 2, the following analysis can be done that in
North Delhi region (Sadar market is considered) 23 users
are active in 9.8 sq.km. area (while area is calculated using
square grids). Similarly, for South Delhi region, 42 users
are active in 26.6 sq.km. area, for East Delhi region, 5 users
are active in 7 sq. km. area, for West Delhi region 11 users
in 2.8 sq.km area and for New Delhi region 65 users are
active in 32.2 sq.km area. The locations which are
considered within particular region are Hauz Khas in South
Delhi, Dilshad Garden and Karkarduma in East Delhi, Hari
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Nagar in West Delhi and Paharganj in New Delhi
respectively.
The same analysis can be done to calculated user density
using hexagonal grids. The Number of users for particular
cell is given by legends of map given in Fig. 6(b).

4. Conclusion and Future work:
It is a desktop application and would efficiently utilize
GIS capability. GIS technology is becoming a part of our
daily life by playing a vital role for route finding, weather
forecasting etc. Although GIS has various applications as
navigation, weather forecasting, telecommunication and
network services, agriculture applications, disaster and
natural resource management, network traffic density study
etc. This paper basically presents how QGIS capabilities
involve in heat map analysis and calculation of user density
based on geo-locations of Twitter users. Therefore it would
work as good decision- making a tool to estimate the
network traffic by finding out the user density within a
particular region. Which can have an application to any
service provider to estimate an amount of specific service
needed to supply in the corresponding region. So that
service can be efficiently utilized and prevented from
wasted. It would be a useful application for
telecommunication department as well.
With all the calculation and analysis has been done in this
paper leads towards figure out the highly dense region e.g.
Paharganj in New Delhi region (also visualize by color
code specified in legends of the map given in Fig. 6(a) and
6(b)).
This work has been done to calculate user density for
Delhi region using QGIS tool but one can perform
mathematical interpretation for the same and the same
analysis can be done for the larger or smaller areas that has
been used here.
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